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DilatonDilaton quantumquantum gravitygravity

FunctionalFunctional renormalizationrenormalization flowflow,,
withwith truncationtruncation ::



FunctionalFunctional renormalizationrenormalization equationsequations

PercacciPercacci, , NarainNarain



FixedFixed point point forfor large large scalarscalar fieldfield

ThisThis fixedfixed point point describesdescribes alreadyalready realisticrealistic gravitygravity !!
Limit k Limit k →→ 0 0 cancan bebe takentaken !!



FixedFixed point point forfor large large scalarscalar fieldfield



VicinityVicinity of of fixedfixed pointpoint

solutionsolution ::

CosmologyCosmology withwith dynamicaldynamical darkdark energyenergy !!
CosmologicalCosmological constantconstant vanishesvanishes asymptoticallyasymptotically !!



openopen ……

fullfull scalingscaling solutionsolution
behaviorbehavior forfor negative negative kinetickinetic termterm closeclose to to 
conformalconformal valuevalue



a a guessguess forfor
dilatondilaton quantumquantum gravitygravity

and and itsits
cosmologicalcosmological consequenceconsequence



CrossoverCrossover in in quantumquantum gravitygravity



Approximate scale symmetry near 
fixed points

UV : approximate scale invariance of primordial 
fluctuation spectrum from inflation

IR : almost massless pseudo-Goldstone boson 
(cosmon) responsible for dynamical Dark 
Energy



Variable Variable GravityGravity

scalescale invariant invariant forfor μμ= 0 and B const.= 0 and B const.
quantumquantum effectseffects : : flowflow equationequation forfor kinetialkinetial



Variable GravityVariable Gravity

Scalar field coupled to gravityScalar field coupled to gravity
Effective Planck mass depends on scalar fieldEffective Planck mass depends on scalar field
Simple quadratic scalar potential involves intrinsic mass Simple quadratic scalar potential involves intrinsic mass μμ
Nucleon and electron mass proportional to dynamical Nucleon and electron mass proportional to dynamical 
Planck massPlanck mass
Neutrino mass has different dependence on scalar fieldNeutrino mass has different dependence on scalar field



No tiny dimensionless parametersNo tiny dimensionless parameters
( except gauge hierarchy )( except gauge hierarchy )

one mass scaleone mass scale

one time scale       one time scale       μμ--11 =  10 =  10 1010 yryr

Planck mass does not appearPlanck mass does not appear
Planck mass grows large dynamically

μμ = 2 = 2 10 10 --33  33  eVeV

Planck mass grows large dynamically



InfraredInfrared fixedfixed pointpoint

μ→μ→ 00
BB→→ 00

no intrinsic mass scaleno intrinsic mass scale
scale symmetryscale symmetry



FixedFixed pointspoints and limits and limits forfor sclarsclar fieldfield

DimensionlessDimensionless functionsfunctions as B as B 
dependdepend onlyonly on on ratioratio μμ//χχ ..
IR:   IR:   μ→μ→0   , 0   , χ→∞χ→∞ / y / y →∞→∞
UV:  UV:  μ→∞μ→∞ , , χ→χ→0 / y 0 / y →→0 0 

Cosmology makes Cosmology makes 

crossover betweencrossover between

fixed points byfixed points by

variation of variation of χχ ..



UltravioletUltraviolet fixedfixed pointpoint

μ→μ→ ∞∞

kinetialkinetial divergesdiverges

scalescale symmetrysymmetry withwith anomalousanomalous dimensiondimension σσ



RenormalizedRenormalized fieldfield at UV at UV fixedfixed pointpoint

1 < 1 < σσ < 2< 2

no no massmass
scalescale

deviationdeviation fromfrom
fixedfixed pointpoint
vanishesvanishes forfor
μ→μ→ ∞∞



AsymptoticAsymptotic safetysafety

ifif UV UV fixedfixed point point existsexists ::

quantumquantum gravitygravity isis
nonnon--perturbativelyperturbatively renormalizablerenormalizable !!

S. Weinberg  ,   M. ReuterS. Weinberg  ,   M. Reuter



Quantum Quantum scalescale symmetrysymmetry

quantumquantum fluctuationsfluctuations violateviolate scalescale symmetrysymmetry
runningrunning dimensionlessdimensionless couplingscouplings
at at fixedfixed pointspoints , , scalescale symmetrysymmetry isis exactexact !!



CrossoverCrossover betweenbetween twotwo fixedfixed pointspoints

m : m : scalescale of of crossovercrossover
cancan bebe exponentiallyexponentially larger larger thanthan intrinsicintrinsic scalescale μμ



OriginOrigin of of massmass

UV UV fixedfixed point : point : scalescale symmetrysymmetry unbrokenunbroken
all all particlesparticles areare masslessmassless

IR IR fixedfixed point : point : scalescale symmetrysymmetry spontaneouslyspontaneously brokenbroken, , 
massive massive particlesparticles , , masslessmassless dilatondilaton

crossovercrossover : : explicitexplicit massmass scalescale μμ or m important or m important 

SM fixed point : SM fixed point : approximate scale symmetryapproximate scale symmetry spontaneously spontaneously 
brokenbroken, , massive particles , almost massive particles , almost masslessmassless cosmoncosmon, tiny , tiny cosmoncosmon
potentialpotential



CosmologicalCosmological solutionsolution ::
crossovercrossover fromfrom UV to IR UV to IR fixedfixed pointpoint

DimensionlessDimensionless functionsfunctions as B as B 
dependdepend onlyonly on on ratioratio μμ//χχ ..
IR:   IR:   μ→μ→0   , 0   , χ→∞χ→∞
UV:  UV:  μ→∞μ→∞ , , χ→χ→00

Cosmology makes Cosmology makes 

crossover betweencrossover between

fixed points byfixed points by

variation of variation of χχ ..



SimplicitySimplicity

simple description of simple description of allall cosmological epochscosmological epochs

natural incorporation of Dark Energy :natural incorporation of Dark Energy :
inflationinflation
Early Dark EnergyEarly Dark Energy
present Dark Energy dominated epochpresent Dark Energy dominated epoch



Model is compatible with 
present observations

Together with variation of neutrino mass over 
electron mass during second stage of crossover :

model is compatible with all present observations



ExpansionExpansion

Inflation        :  Universe expandsInflation        :  Universe expands
Radiation       :  Universe shrinksRadiation       :  Universe shrinks
Matter            :  Universe shrinksMatter            :  Universe shrinks
Dark Energy  :  Universe expandsDark Energy  :  Universe expands



Big bang Big bang oror freezefreeze ??



NATURENATURE | NEWS| NEWS

Cosmologist claims Universe may not be expandingCosmologist claims Universe may not be expanding
Particles' changing masses could explain why Particles' changing masses could explain why 
distant galaxies appear to be rushing away.distant galaxies appear to be rushing away.

Jon CartwrightJon Cartwright 16 July 201316 July 2013

German physicist stops German physicist stops 
UniverseUniverse
25.07.201325.07.2013



SonntagszeitungSonntagszeitung
ZZüürichrich
LaukenmannLaukenmann



The Universe is shrinkingThe Universe is shrinking



The Universe is shrinking The Universe is shrinking ……

while Planck mass and particle while Planck mass and particle 
masses are increasingmasses are increasing



RedshiftRedshift

instead of instead of redshiftredshift due to expansion :due to expansion :

smaller frequencies have been emitted in the smaller frequencies have been emitted in the 
past, because electron mass was smaller !past, because electron mass was smaller !



What is increasing ?What is increasing ?

Ratio of distance between galaxies Ratio of distance between galaxies 
over size of atoms !over size of atoms !

atom size constant : expanding geometryatom size constant : expanding geometry

alternative : shrinking size of atomsalternative : shrinking size of atoms

general idea not new : Hoyle, general idea not new : Hoyle, NarlikarNarlikar,,……



Different Different picturespictures of of cosmologycosmology

samesame physicalphysical contentcontent cancan bebe describeddescribed byby
different different picturespictures
relatedrelated byby fieldfield –– redefinitionsredefinitions ,                         ,                         
e.ge.g. . WeylWeyl scalingscaling , , conformalconformal scalingscaling of of metricmetric
whichwhich picturepicture isis usefullusefull ??



Cosmological scalar field ( Cosmological scalar field ( cosmoncosmon ))

scalar field is crucial ingredient scalar field is crucial ingredient 
particle masses proportional to scalar field particle masses proportional to scalar field ––
similar to Higgs fieldsimilar to Higgs field
particle masses increase because value of scalar particle masses increase because value of scalar 
field increasesfield increases
scalar field plays important role in cosmologyscalar field plays important role in cosmology
cosmoncosmon : pseudo Goldstone boson of : pseudo Goldstone boson of 
spontaneously broken scale symmetryspontaneously broken scale symmetry



CosmonCosmon inflationinflation

Unified picture of inflation and Unified picture of inflation and 
dynamical dark energydynamical dark energy

CosmonCosmon and and inflatoninflaton are the same  are the same  
scalar fieldscalar field



QuintessenceQuintessence

Dynamical dark energy ,Dynamical dark energy ,
generated by  scalargenerated by  scalar field (field (cosmoncosmon ))

C.Wetterich,Nucl.Phys.B302(1988)668,            24.9.87C.Wetterich,Nucl.Phys.B302(1988)668,            24.9.87
P.J.E.Peebles,B.Ratra,ApJ.Lett.325(1988)L17,  20.10.87P.J.E.Peebles,B.Ratra,ApJ.Lett.325(1988)L17,  20.10.87



Prediction :Prediction :

homogeneous dark energyhomogeneous dark energy
influences recent cosmologyinfluences recent cosmology

-- of same order as dark matter of same order as dark matter --

Original models do not fit the present observationsOriginal models do not fit the present observations
……. modifications . modifications 
( different growth of neutrino mass )( different growth of neutrino mass )



Hot plasma ?Hot plasma ?

Temperature in radiation dominated Universe : Temperature in radiation dominated Universe : 
T ~ T ~ χχ ½½ smallersmaller than todaythan today
Ratio temperature / particle mass :                     Ratio temperature / particle mass :                     
T /mT /mpp ~ ~ χχ --½½ largerlarger than todaythan today
T/mT/mpp counts ! This ratio decreases with time.counts ! This ratio decreases with time.

NucleosynthesisNucleosynthesis , CMB emission as in standard , CMB emission as in standard 
cosmology !                                               cosmology !                                               



Infinite Infinite pastpast : : slowslow inflationinflation

σσ = 2 : field equations= 2 : field equations

solutionsolution



Slow UniverseSlow Universe

μμ= 2 = 2 1010--33 33 eVeV

Expansion or shrinking always slow ,Expansion or shrinking always slow ,
characteristic time scale of the order of the age of thecharacteristic time scale of the order of the age of the
Universe : Universe : ttchch ~~ μμ--1 1 ~ ~ 10 billion years10 billion years !!

Hubble parameter of the order of  Hubble parameter of the order of  presentpresent Hubble Hubble 
parameter for all times , including inflation and big bang !parameter for all times , including inflation and big bang !

Slow increase of particle masses ! Slow increase of particle masses ! 



SpectrumSpectrum of of primordialprimordial densitydensity fluctuationsfluctuations

tensortensor
amplitudeamplitude

ratherrather large !large !

spectralspectral
indexindex



AnomalousAnomalous dimensiondimension determinesdetermines
spectrumspectrum of of primordialprimordial fluctuationsfluctuations



Amplitude of Amplitude of densitydensity fluctuationsfluctuations

smallsmall becausebecause of of logarithmiclogarithmic runningrunning
nearnear UV UV fixedfixed point !point !

N : N : numbernumber of e of e –– foldingsfoldings at at horizonhorizon crossingcrossing



First First stepstep of of crossovercrossover
endsends inflationinflation

inducedinduced byby crossovercrossover in Bin B

afterafter crossovercrossover B B changeschanges onlyonly veryvery slowlyslowly



Scaling solutions near SM Scaling solutions near SM 
fixed pointfixed point

( approximation for constant B )( approximation for constant B )

Different scaling solutions forDifferent scaling solutions for
radiation domination and radiation domination and 
matter dominationmatter domination



conclusionsconclusions

crossovercrossover in in quantumquantum gravitygravity isis reflectedreflected in in crossovercrossover in in 
cosmologycosmology
quantumquantum gravitygravity becomesbecomes testabletestable byby cosmologycosmology
quantumquantum gravitygravity playsplays a a rolerole notnot onlyonly forfor primordialprimordial
cosmologycosmology
crossovercrossover scenarioscenario explainsexplains different different cosmologicalcosmological
epochsepochs
simple simple modelmodel isis compatiblecompatible withwith presentpresent observationsobservations
no no moremore parametersparameters thanthan ΛΛCDM CDM : : teststests possiblepossible



endend



Radiation dominationRadiation domination

UniverseUniverse
shrinks !shrinks !

K = B K = B -- 66

solution exists for B <  1 or K< solution exists for B <  1 or K< --55



Varying particle massesVarying particle masses
near SM fixed pointnear SM fixed point

All particle masses are proportional to All particle masses are proportional to χχ ..
( scale symmetry )( scale symmetry )
Ratios of particle masses remain constant.Ratios of particle masses remain constant.
Compatibility with observational bounds on Compatibility with observational bounds on 
time dependence of particle mass ratios.time dependence of particle mass ratios.



cosmoncosmon coupling to mattercoupling to matter

qqχχ==--((ρρ--3p)/3p)/χχ

F = F = χχ22



Matter dominationMatter domination

Universe Universe 
shrinks !shrinks !

B < 4/3B < 4/3



Early Dark EnergyEarly Dark Energy

Energy density in radiation increases , Energy density in radiation increases , 
proportional to proportional to cosmoncosmon potentialpotential

oror mm

fraction in early dark energyfraction in early dark energy

observation requires observation requires B < 0.02B < 0.02



Second crossoverSecond crossover

from SM to IRfrom SM to IR
in sector of SMin sector of SM--singletssinglets
affects neutrino masses firstaffects neutrino masses first



Varying particle massesVarying particle masses
at onset of second crossoverat onset of second crossover

All particle masses All particle masses except neutrinos except neutrinos are are 
proportional to proportional to χχ ..
Ratios of particle masses remain constant.Ratios of particle masses remain constant.
Compatibility with observational bounds on Compatibility with observational bounds on 
time dependence of particle mass ratios.time dependence of particle mass ratios.
Neutrino masses show stronger increase with Neutrino masses show stronger increase with χχ , , 
such that such that ratio neutrino mass over electron ratio neutrino mass over electron 
mass grows .mass grows .



Dark Energy dominationDark Energy domination

neutrino masses scaleneutrino masses scale
differently from electron massdifferently from electron mass

new scaling solution. not yet reached.new scaling solution. not yet reached.
at present : transition periodat present : transition period



Oscillating neutrino lumpsOscillating neutrino lumps

AyaitaAyaita, , BaldiBaldi, , FuehrerFuehrer,,
PuchweinPuchwein,,……Y.Ayaita,M.WeberY.Ayaita,M.Weber,,……



Evolution of Evolution of darkdark energyenergy
similarsimilar to to ΛΛCDMCDM



Compatibility with observationsCompatibility with observations

Realistic inflation model:Realistic inflation model:
n=0.976 , r=0.13n=0.976 , r=0.13

Almost same prediction for radiation, matter, Almost same prediction for radiation, matter, 
and Dark Energy domination as and Dark Energy domination as ΛΛCDMCDM
Presence of small fraction of Early Dark EnergyPresence of small fraction of Early Dark Energy
Large neutrino lumpsLarge neutrino lumps



Einstein Einstein frameframe



Einstein frameEinstein frame

WeylWeyl scaling maps variable gravity model to scaling maps variable gravity model to 
Universe with fixed masses and standard Universe with fixed masses and standard 
expansion history.expansion history.

Standard gravity coupled to scalar field.Standard gravity coupled to scalar field.

Only neutrino masses are growing.Only neutrino masses are growing.
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